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Disclosure

- None



What does Inclusive mean?
Why Health Literacy?
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Training on how to perform testing

- Testing personnel
- Medical technologists
- Point-of-Care testing users

- If managed by laboratory
- What about others that are not managed by a clinical laboratory professional?
- And what about the newer testing sites like pharmacy sites or pop-up testing trucks / tents?

- How about people who use the tests?
- Clinicians?
- Laboratory Directors?

- How do we know everyone can perform At-home POCT correctly?
- sample collection?
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Clear to laboratory professionals isn’t the same as 
clear to the user

Abbott BinaxNow COVID-19 Ag Card

Can one perform the drop correctly?
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Clear to laboratory professionals isn’t the same as 
clear to the user

Quidel QuickVue At-Home COVID-19 Test

Is “swirling” the same as mixing vigorously?



Are waived tests easy enough?

Waived Tests | CDC

https://www.cdc.gov/labquality/waived-tests.html
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What does this mean to the patients?

- Greater access
- Convenience
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Personal experience…

- Sample collection issue
- Test procedure was not followed
- Poor infection control
- …

Access to poor and inaccurate testing service is not better than NO ACCESS!



Are waived tests easy enough?

Waived Tests | CDC

https://www.cdc.gov/labquality/waived-tests.html
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Good laboratory practices

There is a need to extend our basic laboratory training to non-
laboratorians especially from the POCT perspective (both at-home 
and the non-laboratory professional setting).
- Laboratory Safety
- Basic Infection Control (Clean vs Dirty Area; Device cleaning)
- Inventory management (receipt and expiration date)
- Basic Laboratory Technique

- Using a dropper / disposable pipet
- Mixing sample
- Reading test result…



1 in 3 people misinterprets At-Home COVID test

With a high pretest probability (e.g. 
recent contact with infected individuals, 
new onset of COVID-like symptoms) and 
a negative at-home COVID test result
- 33% of people failed to quarantine 
using standard authorized instructions.

Woloshin S et al., JAMA Internal Medicine. JAMA Intern Med. doi:10.1001/jamainternmed.2021.8075
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/967489



Improved compliance when 
enhanced interpretation 
guide is used
- Only 14% of people failed to 

quarantine

Woloshin S et al., JAMA Internal Medicine. JAMA Intern Med. doi:10.1001/jamainternmed.2021.8075
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/967489

People can be taught.
Easy to read guide is key!
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Clear testing / interpretation guideline

Is it written in ways that general 
public can understand in one 
pass?  Is it evidence based (to the 
best ability)?



Health Literacy empowers people to make positive 
choices on their health

Individuals – ability to make well-informed 
health decisions based on evidence.

Organizations / Scientists / Medical Professionals –
ability to present complicated scientific and 
medical information in common language so 
others can be informed.  We need to do smarter 
marketing.

The U.S. government’s Health People 
2030 initiative provides the following 
definition.

Simply speaking:

www.cdc.gov/healthliteracy
https://www.who.int/activities/improving-health-literacy

http://www.cdc.gov/healthliteracy
https://www.who.int/activities/improving-health-literacy


Digital disinformation
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Promote reliable resources for laboratory testing
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But is the test useful? (Test utilization?)
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Information is medically reviewed by 
board certified laboratory experts.

Editorial Policy - Testing.com

https://www.testing.com/editorial-policy/
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But how do we reach the general public?

Social media / Internet is a double-edged sword…



Which of the following internet 
platforms do you use?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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Great resources…
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Great resources…

Many YouTube Channels for 
science and engineering 
videos featuring 
experiments, cool demos…

How can we do the same to attract 
people to learn more about clinical 
lab testing?
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Clickbait
- Content on the internet whose main purpose is to attract attention and 

encourage visitors to click on a link to a particular web page
- Thumbnail
- Short catchy title
- Generate curiosity



Should we get rid of the traditional webinar / 
lectures?

2007 2021

Not at all.
Still very useful for those of us who are in the field.
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Outreach opportunities?



Any other outreach opportunities that 
you can think of? (e.g. health fair)

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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Take-home message
We, as One Lab community, have a lot to offer to promote proper laboratory testing and utilization.

Inclusivity
• Basic laboratory training should be expanded to include non-laboratorians.

• General public needs to know (1) if a test is needed (test utilization), (2) how to perform at-home test and (3) how to 
interpret those results.

• By assisting the general public, we can then gain more values in laboratory testing.

Health Literacy
• It’s fundamental to the future of healthcare.

• We need to start by presenting science (laboratory testing) in a way that is easy for the public to understand and generate 
curiosity (Clickbait)
• Test instruction and interpretation guide

Accessibility
• There are many good resources out there.  We can enhance accessibility but promoting them.

• We shall intentionally seek opportunities to reach out to our community.



Let’s connect if 
you have thought 
about this on how 
we can 
collaborate!
heyu@geisinger.edu

Thank you. 

mailto:heyu@geisinger.edu
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